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Engine Book BBThe Little Fire TruckVroom, Zoom! Here
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SchoolWhat's Up, Fire Truck? (a Pop Magic Book)Fire
Engines to the RescueFire Engines StickersThe Little Engine
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Fire Engine (2nd Edition)Little Squirt, the Fire EngineFlash,
the Little Fire EngineFire Truck DreamsFire Engine No. 9My
Little Red Fire TruckThe Fire Engine BookThe Wheels on the
Fire TruckThe Little Red CabooseThe Little Fire EngineThe
Little Fire TruckFire Truck to the Rescue!Flashy the Fire
EngineNoisy Wind-Up Fire EngineThe Fire EngineLittle Fire
EngineThe Slightly Irregular Fire EngineThe Too Little Fire
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For fans of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site comes
an exciting new bedtime story about a brave little fire truck. A
fire truck has had a big day of putting out fires and saving
kittens, and now it's time to sleep. After making sure all is
quiet and safe, he rolls back into the station for a shower,
swishes and swigs a bedtime refreshment, and settles in with
a bedtime story. But a hero's job is never done, and the fire
truck dreams of taming a ferocious campfire and celebrating
the end of his exciting day with s'mores! This delightful book
about a heroic fire truck preparing for bed will be a favorite for
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any fan of fire trucks and everyday heroes. As always,
Sharon Chriscoe lulls the reader with her witty and gentle
rhyming verse, accompanied by Dave Mottram's charming
illustrations. Fire Truck Dreams is certain to bring joy to any
bedtime routine.Reliable fire engine Number Four, retired in
favor of new equipment, saves the day when the biggest fire
the city has ever seen gets out of control.A young boy
imagines the work he will do and the safety gear he will wear
when he becomes a fireman some day, as his younger
brother first watches then joins him on the job.An expensive
format at a super cheap price!From the author of the beloved
Itsy Bitsy board book series comes a fire fighting adventure
all about fire trucks. An action-packed yet adorable story, The
Wheels on the Fire Truck is the first book in a new series that
is perfect for parents and little ones who love things that go.
Follow the fire truck around town as cuddly animal firefighters
run the siren, hold on tight, and save the day!STORY
SUMMARY: Elmo and his friends get to ride on a real fire
engine at the Sesame Street block party and parade - and
you can ride, too! Press buttons to honk the horn, sound the
siren, and rescue a cat in a tree, while learning fun facts
about fire engines along the way.Follows a day in the life of
fire fighters as they maintain their equipment at the firehouse
and actually fight a fire.Introducing Pop Magic, an innovative
line of preschool books from pop-up wizard Matthew Reinhart
that makes learning fun! Follow a firefighter through a busy
day at the fire station. Lift the flaps to open the fire truck
doors and peek inside, help a crew member put on his
protective gear, and unfold the ladder to help the firefighters
save the day. When the story is over, follow simple
instructions to transform the pages of the book into a threedimensional fire truck! There's so much to discover in this
stunning interactive board book from Matthew Reinhart--his
very first book for the preschool market!"Originally published
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in different form by Simon & Schuster, Inc., and Artists and
Writers Guild, Inc., in 1950."Follows fire fighters and a fire
engine as they fearlessly fight a fire.Three fire engine stories
with a twist! Each story has a sturdy track embedded in the
pages which the accompanying wind-up fire engine toy can
then be placed upon to follow around and bring the story to
life."Granny’s in trouble, her house is on fire and she is
trapped! The two big engines go roaring off to help but both
suffer misfortune on the way to Granny's place. Time for Nee
Naw to step up and show what he can do!"--Publisher
information.There is lots of lift-the-flap fun to be had and four
flashing sound buttons to press in Noisy Fire Truck, a brilliant
book for truck-mad kids. Each spread focuses on a different
rescue vehicle—from a fire truck to an ambulance, a rescue
boat to a helicopter—with an exciting siren and other noises to
hear on the press of each button. Lift the flaps and read the
simple text to learn about the unique features on each
vehicle, and there's a simple matching activity for additional
fun. Publishing alongside Noisy Tractor.Curious George
explores the different parts of a fire truck and helps control a
fire.NEE-NAH, NEE-NAH! Maisy and Cyril are driving a fire
engine today. First they have to check the water in the hose.
SWOOSH! Uh-oh! Look out, little cat! Now the cat is scared
and climbs up on the roof and won’t come down. But
firefighters Maisy and Cyril come to the rescue - and then
they’re off for a ride in their shiny red truck. -- Publisher
details.A happy little fire truck, driven by Jill, zips all over town
helping to put out fires and rescue animals.Featuring simple
facts, each of these fun and sturdy board books is shaped
like a different vehicle!Grab hold of this book that lets you
steer a fire truck to the rescue! Can you see the fire in the
distance? Hmm . . . we're going a bit too slow. Steer us into
the right lane so we can get there faster! Put on your seatbelt
and your helmet-it's time to drive a fire truck! Kids will love
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using the die-cut handles in this novelty board book to control
the fire truck and steer through the country and city around
animals, cars, and traffic to put out the fire!A day in the life of
a fire engine is full of fun and adventure! Discover what it
takes for a fire engine to get ready for the day. Your toddler
will get an insight into what it’s like to be a firefighter. Climb
aboard the fire truck and spend the day with your furry
dalmatian companion. Children of all ages embark on an
exciting adventure as they ride fire engines with lights flashing
and sirens blazing. This book is the perfect gift for future
firefighters everywhere, for birthdays, baby showers,
housewarming and going away parties. With the Good Night
Our World series, toddlers and preschool-age kids can build
listening and memory skills by identifying famous landmarks
and the distinct character of real places. Perfect for bedtime
or naptime, reading simple, soothing phrases to your infant,
toddler or preschooler will help them fall gently to sleep. Our
readers love that their child will pick a favorite portion of the
story to read along with you, and on top of that, these classic
board books were built to last! Made from thick paperboard
construction, it was designed with your kids in mind. Introduce
stories of exploration to your little one using colorful
illustrations and distinct vocabulary with Good Night Books,
and be sure to look through our entire line of kids picture
books about other vehicles like race cars, planes, dump
trucks, and many more! Surprise your future firefighter today
with Good Night Fire Engine!Discover a treasure trove of
beautifully illustrated books with our new series, G+D
Vintage! Featuring books from our Wonder Books line
originally published in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, there’s
something for every reader in these timeless stories
accompanied by classic illustrations. The little red fire engine
wants a big job—but he’s quite little! After putting out small
sparks at a big fire and stopping flames in a wastebasket, he
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realizes that he’s perfectly suited to solve little problems of all
kinds.Follows a fire engine and its crew through a very busy
day, using mainly sound words.Press the button to hear
Flashy the Fire Engine's wailing wee-woo!This exciting sticker
collection invites you to take an imaginary ride on a fire
truck--sixteen different ones, in fact. The awesome caravan of
colorful fire department vehicles includes a floodlight truck,
sky-life engine, ladder truck, tanker, pumper, aerial ladder,
ambulance, and more. You'll enjoy decorating notebooks,
lunch boxes, windows, and lots of other flat surfaces with
these peel-and-apply illustrations of actual fire-fighting
equipment. It's a fun collection for firehouse fans of all ages.
Original Dover (1999) publication.The amazing fire trucks
featured in this book are sure to engage little readers. The
book utilizes curriculum based text to get children comfortable
with reading and uses the Whole Language approach to
literacy, a combination of sight words and repetition builds
recognition and confidence. Bold, colorful photographs
correlate directly to text to help guide readers through the
book. Book includes author biography and teaching
guides.Even with Brother Bear's reassurances and
encouragement, Sister Bear is very worried about starting
kindergarten.Follow Panda and his fire fighter crew as they
respond to various emergencies. They rescue a sheep that
had been trapped in a fence, put out a small fire in a waste
bin, then tackle a forest fire. With sturdy pages and colourful
working wheels, this book feels like a toy which babies can
play with as well as following the story. Illustrations: Full
colour throughoutUpdated edition with new and easy-to-press
sound chips! Listen as the sounds of the city come alive and
hear the fantastic noises of four favourite city vehicles—a
helicopter, a bike, a fire truck, and a taxi—in this interactive
board book. A wonderfully simple sound book with fun and
noisy sound effects that help babies recognise familiar
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sounds and introduce older toddlers to descriptive words.
Durable and tactile, this fun and engaging sound book is ideal
for the nursery, the play center, the changing area—wherever
you and your child are! Parents can even switch the sounds
off if they wish.When Mathilda discovers a mysterious
Chinese house in her backyard, she enters a new world of
imagination and adventure.Flashing Fire Engines follows the
animal crew as they become fire fighters. Climb on board the
fire truck, ride along, and learn how to put out fires to save
the day! Every page of this chunky board book is full of the
kind of detail that machine-mad toddlers love: the fireman's
pole, the siren, the long ladder, and much more! From
airplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling
Amazing Machines series is the perfect way for children to
learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each book introduces a new
vehicle and the many jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork
and simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic
books for young children. Kids will love getting to know the
friendly, animal characters who feature throughout the series
and reading about their fast-paced adventures!A new Little
Golden Book edition of everyone's favorite and inspiring train
story! "I think I can! I think I can!" This inspiring motto of the
The Little Engine That Could has by spoken by boys and girls
everywhere for the last 90 years. The sweet story of the blue
engine who shows strength and determination as she
successfully moves a train of treats over a mountain was
originally published in 1930 and the first Little Golden Book
edition came out in 1954. Now today's generation of train fans
can enjoy this new Little Golden Book featuring the whole text
of the classic story.The Little Fire Truck is ready for rescues
big and small in Book 3 of the Little Vehicles series! Join
firefighter Jill and her fearless little fire truck as they zip all
over town to put out smoky fires and rescue those in need,
with the help of the fire crew in this picture book companion to
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The Little Dump Truck and The Little School Bus. There’s
lots of challenging work to do, but this trusty team is always
ready to rescue! A Christy Ottaviano BookA little red caboose
thinks nobody cares for him until he prevents his train from
slipping backwards down a mountain.Nee-naw! Peppa and
George get to ride in a big red fire engine. But will there be
any fires to put out?It's hard to believe, but this iconic
children's story has never been published as a book - until
now. Flick wants to fight fires more than anything in the world.
But the grown-up engines say he isn't big enough or strong
enough to help. Poor Flick - he always gets left behind at the
station. Will he ever be allowed to help? From author James
Lawrence: Flick the Little Fire Engine was originally written for
broadcasting by Robert (Bert) Reisfeld. Born in Vienna,
Austria, in 1906, he lived a large part of his working life in Los
Angeles and wrote music scores for Hollywood films and
musicals. He died in Badenweiler Germany in 1991. Flick was
recorded in Hollywood in 1948 on the MGM label on a double
78 RPM album and later on 45 rpm. Just over 3 years ago I
told, my then 3- year-old daughter, the story of Flick by rote.
She loved it so much I made up other stories about Flick's
adventures. I then decided to locate the book only to find it
didn't exist. It was clear to me a book had to be made.Matt
loves fire trucks, and one morning when he wakes up, he is a
fire truck--right down to his hoses, hooks, and ladders! His
wheels and sirens couldn't be handier for performing many
important duties around the house, especially rescuing
teetering teddy bears or precariously placed pets. And a
gatefold spread of Matt's fully loaded rig will have happy
young viewers counting from one to ten--over and over
again--in this fun-filled ode to the classic red fire truck by
Caldecott Honor-winning Peter Sis.Describes the parts of a
fire engine and how fire fighters use them to fight fires.Flash,
the little fire engine learns that even little guys can be big
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helpers.Invites young readers to to go through the steps
needed to make sure that a fire truck is ready for action,
including filling it with gas, checking the engine fluid levels,
checking the tire pressure, and securing the ladders.Fireman
Small and his little fire engine answer a call, rescue a little
girl, and save a house from burning down.
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